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Surface and Bulk Spin Ordering of Antiferromagnetic Materials: NiO(111)
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We present a study of the prototypical NiO(111) antiferromagnet by nonresonant surface x-ray
magnetic scattering. Direct access to the antiferromagnetic surface and bulk spin ordering is demonstrated. Our data support a first order antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition. A quantitative
determination of the magnetization profile is proposed. It is shown that the NiO(111) surface spins
remain ordered at higher temperatures than in the bulk and that the blocking temperature in exchange
coupled ferromagnetic-NiO interfaces is most likely related to an S-domain structure loss occurring 25 K
below the Néel temperature.
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Antiferromagnetism had to wait until the pioneering
work of Néel [1] to be reasonably understood in bulk
materials [2], because of the lack of macroscopic magnetization in such materials and hence the lack of techniques
capable of providing information about the spin arrangements in antiferromagnets. The resulting experimental
limitations are even more stringent for surface investigations. Recently, interest in spin ordering at antiferromagnetic (AF) interfaces with ferromagnetic (F) layers [3,4],
an effect referred to as exchange bias [5–7], has strongly
increased by virtue of their implementation in a large panel
of technological important fields that rely on magnetic
exchange-coupling and spin electronics [8,9]. Exchange
bias at a F-AF interface provides an unidirectional magnetic anisotropy and is evidenced by a hysteresis loop shift.
The thus obtained magnetic reference state is a key feature
in modern magnetic field sensors. The temperature at
which the exchange bias vanishes (blocking temperature,
TB ) is the one relevant for applications. Although known to
be related to—and often different from—the Néel temperature (TN  523:6  0:2 K for NiO [10]) at which the
AF order vanishes, the understanding of TB as well as the
AF behavior in systems with reduced dimensionality are
still a challenging subject of fundamental research [11–13].
The overall knowledge of the spin ordering in AF materials
remains limited. For example, even the long standing
renormalization group theory [14] first order nature of
the Néel transition in rock-salt oxides prediction has not
yet received a conclusive experimental confirmation.
Within this framework determining the magnetization profile inside antiferromagnets and more generally setting-up
techniques enabling the investigation of the AF spin order
at surfaces and interfaces as well as the understanding of
the associated critical phenomena is especially important
0031-9007=04=93(25)=257208(4)$22.50

and challenging. In order to tackle these open questions we
have developed and applied to the prototypical NiO(111)
AF surface, which has a well known structure and allows
model sensor elaboration [3], the nonresonant surface xray magnetic scattering technique [Fig. 1(a)]: a difficult
task considering that NiO(111) exhibits an AF spin order
parallel to the surface only. Indeed, none of the previously
developed techniques [10,15–17] were able to investigate
its surface versus bulk AF order because of large charge
buildup, low L-edge energy, lack of in-surface-plane AF
spin order and systematic charge and magnetic scattering
pattern mixing, respectively.
We investigated high quality (  0:02 surface mosaic
spreads) single crystalline NiO(111) surfaces [18] kept
under vacuum (106 mbar). The AF order in NiO originates from the superexchange coupling of Ni atoms in
alternating (111) planes through oxygen 2p electronic
orbitals. Ni atoms belonging to the same (111) plane
experience a ferromagnetic coupling: their spins are all
lying in this plane along the three [112] directions (S
domains). The resulting magnetic structure is identical to
the structural ordering except a double lattice mesh along
the four [111] directions [Fig. 1(b)] (T domains). Our
surfaces exhibit the simplest domain structure made of S
domains only [19].
In order to disentangle the magnetic and structural contributions we used grazing incidence x-ray magnetic scattering (GIXMS) [Fig. 1(a)] that may very roughly be
understood as the combination of x-ray magnetic scattering, based on the interaction between the electron spin and
the electromagnetic radiation field [20] and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD) that exploits surface refraction effects of the charge scattering close to the critical
angle c for total external reflection of x rays [21]. At
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FIG. 1 (color online). Principle of the GIXMS technique. (a)
Experimental geometry of the magnetic surface diffraction experiment with a vertical sample surface and a horizontal polarization of the incident x-ray beam. The angles are defined as
follows:  is the angle of the incident beam with the surface, ! is
the azimuthal sample rotation, 2 (twice the Bragg angle) is the
deviation of the diffracted beam, and
are the in and outof-plane angles defining the detector position, and the orientation of the crystal analyzer and detector with respect to the
diffracted beam in a plane perpendicular to the diffracted beam.
(b) Drawing of the magnetic and structural unit lattices for
NiO(111), A, B, and C correspond to the face centered cubic
lattice successive plane stacking, horizontal arrows indicate Ni
atom spin orientations. (c) Comparison of the signals obtained
using both channels during a linear scan along the (11L) reciprocal space direction taken at i  0:35 .

variance with the Thompson charge scattering [direct channel with tan   tan   sin ], XMS produces a rotation of the polarization [22] [rotated channel with
tan  2   tan   sin ]. Although GIXMS is not
limited to nonresonant conditions, these define the best
settings to probe spin ordering; they ensure best polarization analysis, kinematical scattering depending only on AF
order, and a direct measure of the magnetization which is
then proportional to the square root of the magnetic peak
intensity. An incident photon energy of 7981 eV (c 
0:36 ) and a PG(006) crystal analyzer at its Brewster angle
with a 99:98% polarization rejection efficiency were used.
Following convention, the crystallographic basis vectors
for the surface unit cell describe the triangular (111) lattice.
They are related to the bulk basis by asurf  110 bulk =2,
bsurf  011 bulk =2, and csurf  111 bulk . The L index describes the perpendicular momentum transfer (in reciprocal lattice units). AF reflections are expected at halfdistance between successive charge Bragg peaks along L.
Figure 1(c) reproduces a room temperature reciprocal
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space scan along the (11L) direction in the direct and
rotated channels. It shows the signals corresponding to
the (11L) surface charge scattering and to the magnetic
(11 32 ) diffraction peak that amounts 1% of the minimum of
the surface scattering in agreement with the calculated
cross sections [21,22].
The magnetic peak intensity and shape were investigated
with respect to i for all accessible reflections [Fig. 2 –
(11 32 ) reflection]. Down to i  3 the signal remains
roughly equivalent to the one obtained for a symmetric
diffraction geometry (top plot in Fig. 2, inset). Further
decreasing i leads to a peak broadening perpendicularly
to the surface and smaller intensities due to the decreasing
thickness of material participating in the scattering. The
scattered intensity was determined through additional
quantitative rocking scans performed at the peak maximum. The intensity evolution of the magnetic peaks with
respect to i (Fig. 2) matched almost perfectly the typical
surface refraction effects. The penetration depth [21] at
i  0:3 (respectively, i  3 ) is 3.5 nm (respectively,
2 m) allowing one to investigate surface critical phenomena [23] versus bulklike behaviors. Importantly,
GIXMS is sensitive to the in-surface-plane S-domain distribution through the deviation from the P3 space group:
peaks of same momentum transfer and equivalent in GIXD
experience an intensity modulation due to the different

FIG. 2. Refraction effect on AF peaks with respect to i at
T  300 K. (inset) L scans across the (11 32 ) NiO AF Bragg peak
using the rotated channel at fixed i (from bottom to top i 
0:1 , 0:2 , 0:25 , 0:3 , 0:35 , 0:4 , 0:5 , 1 , and 3 —gray
curves) compared to a scan taken in the symmetric geometry
(i  9:45 —black curve). For the smallest angles fitted
Lorentzian lines are included. (main panel) (Left ordinate)
Integrated intensity of the (11 32 ) peak after active surface area
correction ( ) and the best fit (solid line) surface refraction law;
magnetic and charge scattering exhibit identical c . (Right
ordinate) (11 32 ) peak L widths (䊉) and an exponential decay
law (dashed line) included as a guide for the eye.
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S-domain populations [19]. This is a genuine feature of
GIXMS although for a quantitative investigation of the
mean AF order a complete magnetic peak family (same
momentum transfer) must be measured.
Complete peak families were considered to explore the
Néel transition of NiO(111) in surface and bulk sensitive
conditions (Fig. 3). All measurements were made after
temperature stability within 0.2 K was reached without
any surface lattice parameter evolution [24]. The deduced
magnetization [22], M, was determined within 2:5% and is
the AF to paramagnetic (P) transition order parameter.
Surprisingly, above a special temperature TS  TN -25,
for bulk and surface sensitive conditions, the P3 symmetry
is restored, the otherwise large intensity differences for a
given momentum transfer vanish (lower graphs in Fig. 3
for i  3 ). These measurements indisputably show that
the AF-P transition proceeds within two steps: at T  TS
the inequivalent S-domain structure is lost whereas at T 
TN any remaining AF order vanishes. To the best of our
knowledge such a two-step Néel transition has not been
previously evidenced. The in-depth understanding of the
P3 symmetry recovering at TS will require additional
studies but could tentatively be explained by high frequency thermal fluctuations within S domains [13], loss

FIG. 3 (color online). Magnetic intensity and magnetization
with respect to T. The magnetic intensities were obtained
through rocking scans corrected for the L width, surface active
area, electrical field strength, incident beam intensity, and corresponding charge scattering (constant internal normalization).
(Left ordinate) Bulk sensitive (i  3 ) diffracted intensities of
the 1 1 32 (5), 12 32 (4), and (21 32 ) (䉫) AF Bragg peaks with
respect to temperature. The individual peak intensity modulation
is related to the in-surface-plane AF S domain structure and
vanishes at TS . The overall evolution for i  0:3 is very
similar and the individual intensities collapse again 25 K
before the surface Néel transition temperature is reached.
(Right ordinate) Experimental surface (i  0:3 , ) and bulk
(i  3 , 䊏) magnetizations derived from the (11 32 ) peak
family. Calculated magnetizations for first order Néel transition
(  31:6,   100,   0:1, TN  T0  25 K) for bulk (solid
line, TN  523:6 K) and surface (dotted line, TN  529:5 K),
and calculated magnetization for a second order surface transition (dashed line, TN  530:3 K,   0:22). Abscissa axis
breaks enlarge the important Néel transition temperature range.
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of the S-domain structure or identical S-domain populations. More importantly, at T  TS the in-surface-plane
magnetic anisotropy, which is mandatory for the onset of
exchange bias, is lost and hence T  TS must be understood as the highest temperature at which exchange coupling of NiO with an adjacent ferromagnetic layer is
possible, which is by definition the highest possible blocking temperature. Our present report evidences the direct
link between the empirical known blocking temperature
and the Néel transition.
The surface and bulk magnetizations start diverging
fairly above 500 K only, thus the thermal gradient in the
sample was negligible. Considering a second order description for the phase transition leads to a bulk critical
exponent b  0:25. Close to TN , b reaches 0:30  0:02
which is compatible with the 3d-Ising model, the class of
bulk critical phenomena showing the smallest (5=16) 
value [25]. To the contrary, the surface critical exponent
s  0:22  0:02 remains by far above the value ( 18 ) for
the corresponding 2d-Ising model. Measurements made
at i  0:2 and i  0:3 were found, after normalization, to superimpose perfectly at each T ruling out an
eventual thin film effect. A description in terms of second order phase transition appeared to be unsatisfactory in the context of existing models. Within a first order description of a discontinuous transition, M / jj 
p
jj2  4T  T0  =2 with T-T0 , , and  the
coefficients of the development of Landau’s free energy
and T0 the temperature for which the P phase starts to be
metastable inside the stable AF phase. The fitting procedure shows that with TS T0 the magnetization is very
well reproduced (Fig. 3) for bulk and surface with Néel
temperatures of 523:6  0:9 K and 529:5  0:9 K, respectively. Our findings support thus rather a discontinuous AFP transition for NiO, which is a long standing theoretical
renormalization group theory prediction [14], although the
transition is very smooth because of a large TN -T0 value.
An examination of the individual scans shows constant
peak widths upon approaching the Néel transition, because
of the limited x-ray penetration depth at i  0:3 the
characteristic magnetic length must thus extend at least
to 10 nm. Since neutron scattering experiments situate this
length below 20 nm [26], a value of D  15  5 nm is a
good approximation for the magnetic correlation length.
From the bulk versus surface ! widths we obtain the lateral
domain size   163 nm that is the maximal extend of a
given domain. The domain size does not limit the magnetic
correlation size in our samples. Importantly, and whatever
the order of the transition, the surface TN is larger than the
bulk one by TN  5:9  1:8 K, a value similar to a
previous finding on NiO(001), a surface exhibiting a specific 2D AF spin ordering, by metastable helium atom
diffusion, a technique sensitive to the top surface layer
AF order only [10], confirming the high surface sensitivity
of our GIXMS approach. This may also indicate that TN
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FIG. 4. Magnetization profiles in NiO(111) with respect to z
and T for D  15  5 and   0:32  0:02. For each T the
asymptotic horizontal line is the bulk magnetization.

may be an intrinsic thermodynamical property of NiO
rather than linked to a particular surface orientation or
2D ordering process [which is not relevant for
NiO(111)]. The larger surface TN necessarily stands for
an enhanced surface coupling, Js , with respect to the bulk
coupling, J, with Js  J1  . From our experimental
TN value we find   0:32  0:02 [27]. The knowledge
(Fig. 3) of the bulk (respectively, surface) magnetization
Mb T [respectively, Ms T] fully determines the magnetization profile (Fig. 4) MT; z  Mb T    Ms T 
expz
D , where z is the depth inside the sample from the top
surface layer. The depth extension of the perturbation
induced by the surface specific contribution to the total
magnetization increases for decreasing temperatures leading to the idea that the AF order sets in from the surface
toward the bulk and extends deeply into the crystal. The
clarification of the eventual role of the higher surface TN
and of unequal S domain populations in the setting up of
the unidirectional magnetic exchange coupling with an
adjacent magnetically saturated ferromagnetic layer when
annealing is performed above TN will require further work.
The present results provide key features to understand
the AF order at NiO(111) surfaces as well as some aspects
of unidirectional magnetic exchange anisotropy and illustrate the usefulness of the GIXMS technique. It is a genuine surface versus bulk technique that gives simultaneous
access to magnetic and structural order, that may be rendered element specific via resonant scattering conditions,
that enables the nondestructive study of buried interfaces,
that allows separating the magnetism of individual domains (like S and T domains for NiO) and is not limited
by the absence of specific in-surface-plane spin ordering.
We acknowledge gratefully the ID-20 and ID-16 beam
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